Christmas Carols
When the weather outside is frightful, have fun indoors! Grab a pencil and see how many of these favorite holiday tunes you can find.
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AEERTSAMTSIRHCODH
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CFROSTYTHESTNOWMAN
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AVE MARIA O CHRISTMAS TREE
CAROL OF THE BELLS OH HOLY NIGHT
DECK THE HALLS SILENT NIGHT
FELIZ NAVIDAD SILVER BELLS
FROSTY THE SNOWMAN THE FIRST NOEL
JINGLE BELLS TOYLAND
JOY TO THE WORLD WE THREE KINGS
LET IT SNOW MUST BE SANTA
WHITE CHRISTMAS
Under the Tree
Can you unscramble all 20 of these popular Christmas gifts?

BCECLIY
ATPOLP
ARTNI STE
OEOHCSATLC
DBROA AGEM
LBAL
OTSOCER
DPIO
RENF LALB
LYPA OHD
OSEGL
OCINAT FRIGESU
ERBIBA
SGP
TTSIMNE
LOCNGE0
HZU ZUH EPT
FTIG RACD
LOHLE YTIKT
ADM AGB
Better Homes and Gardens

Home for the Holidays
Find many Christmas traditions in this crisscross puzzle.

Across
1. Heavy material used to conceal gifts
3. Writer of A Christmas Carol
5. Winged tree topper
8. Items that help Santa know if you've been naughty or nice
10. Sweet treats
15. Adornments
16. Stuffed bird
17. Holiday warbling
19. Small helpers
20. Santa's transportation
21. Red-nosed reindeer

Down
2. Packages under the tree
4. Cookie used in edible houses
6. Cooked bird
7. Sprig that prompts smooching
9. They're hung by the chimney
11. Decorative Christmas balls
12. Circular band of foliage
13. Three kings of the Orient
14. Cake embellishment
16. Timothy Cratchit's nickname
18. Strung popcorn
**Under the Tree** solution:

BCECLY  BICYCLE
ATPOLP  LAPTOP
ARTNI STE  TRAIN SET
OEOHCSATLC  CHOCOLATES
DBROA AGEM  BOARD GAME
LBAL  BALL
OTSOCER  SCOOTER
DPIO  IPAD
RENF LALB  NEFF BALL
LYPA OHD  PLAY DOH
OSEGL  LEGOS
OCINAT FRIGESU  ACTION FIGURES
ERBIBA  BARBIE
SGP  GES
TTSIMNE  MULTENS
LOCNGEO  COLOGNE
HZU ZHU EPT  ZHU ZHU PET
FTIG RACD  GIFT CARD
LOHLE YTIKT  HELLO KITTY
ADM AGB  MAD GAB

---

**Home for the Holidays** solution:

WRAPPING PAPER
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